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Anticancer drug discovery and development is more difficult and requires high-quality
than ever before. Biomedical, pharmaceutical, technology and economic factors must be
overall reconsidered and reorganized. Despite great progress, many past obstacles and
dilemma still remain. To solve these kinds of biomedical issues of therapeutic challenge and
dilemma, this article provides multi-disciplinary perspectives of anticancer drug discovery
and developments. Future trends are also discussed and highlighted.
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Background
History
Cancer is different types of malignant disease that costs life of
nine million annually worldwide. The great part of current therapeutic
difficulty and challenge is lack of highly-effective and wide-spectra
anticancer drugs.1–4 As a result, drug discovery, development and
production need to be reconsidered and shedding new light of
both experimental and clinical.5–10 Over the past two decades, the
course of anticancer drug discoveries and developments changed
a lot worldwide.10–12 For this reason, new insights into updating
anticancer developmental pipelines are updating for drug targets
and mechanisms.10–12 The patho-therapeutic relationship study is
strengthened for creating more effective drug developmental pipeline.

(medicinal chemists, pharmacologists, pathologist and clinical
doctors), pharmaceutical markets (diagnostic instruments, different
variety of medical options and supporting medical drugs) and huge
financial invest powerhouse/social funds.25 In order to smoothly
implement these vast issues, global regulatory actions and pacts must
be discussed first and play key roles.
Personalized/precision medicine (PM)

Anticancer drug development, an adventurous task

New genomic data explosion by the advent of next-generation
sequencing (NGS)26 and genomic testing and utility to greater number
of normal people and cancer samples/patients, it needs time to consume
and ethical safeguards.26–31 In future, almost all patient’s genomes or
drug responses might be easier determined, which can be widely used
for PM? No widely accepted solution has been established until now.
This topic needs to be more frequently discussed and investigated in
the future.

Pathology

Main difficulty in drug development

Anticancer drug development has a long history and high level
of evaluative systems.13 Single anticancer drug licensing expenditure
could be about two billion USD in USA.10–12 Huge number of new
chemicals, biological materials and techniques are still waiting for
being evaluated and promoted.6 No country worldwide can persistently
afford this size of huge pharmacologic/clinical evaluation and
exploration. More importantly, many key biological or pathological
pathways and network leading therapeutic failures in the clinic, such
as neoplasm metastasis (unpredictable nature), enigma of cancer stem
cells (cancer cell revival), cancer cell plasticity (EMT and MET) and
drug resistance (long-term drug utility) are dilemma and still unclear to
us from pharmacologic and therapeutic consideration.14–24 These kinds
of drug development slowdown and obstacles need new ideological
inputs, modern medicine updating and pharmaceutical advances.
Following topics provide our insights into these drug development
difficulty, challenge, dilemma and possibly counteractive measures.

Great diversity of cancer models

Economy concern
Owing to highly economic costs and drug development
revenue shrinkage from leading drug developers, expanding global
participation and cooperation for anticancer drug developers is quite
necessary and useful for broader range of experts and specialists
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Overall, >1,000 in vivo and >10,000 in vitro tumor cell lines and
models are scattered worldwide. How to effectively organize these
rich pathological samples and resources is a key issue to decide the
high quality of anticancer drug discovery and developments costeffectively.
Different types of animal or human tumor modality is suitable
for different evaluations and assessments (wide-spectra and narrowspectra). Approximately 1,200 human tumor cell lines are stored for
the exploration of drug activity screening, target verification and
anticancer mechanism in America Tissue Culture and Collection
(ATCC), USA. Facing with this enormous tumor models, proper
budget systems can be a way to improve the quality of anticancer
drug evaluations such as global participations.25
In vivo drug evaluation
No good anticancer drug has been developed without animal
tumor model utility. Different tumor inoculation routes can affect new
compound responses/efficacy outcomes in experimental screen and
evaluations. Common in vivo tumor models can be transplanted by
various systems, such as subcutaneous locations (sc), intraperatoneal
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(ip), intravenous (iv), hollow-fiber (hf), ectopic tumor origins or
xenografts from human cancer tissues. Different transplantation
routes may possibly obtain different types of anticancer agents
and therapeutic efficacy data. Similarly, environmental factors,
surroundings and neo blood vessels can aid primary tumor survival
and seeding into distant tissues in animal or human bodies.32–34 With
these experimental animal model diversity and advancements, more
effective anticancer drugs are expecting in terms of new generations
of tumor modality selection/utility (tumor anatomic and historic
origins) and different sites of tumor injections and transplantation
pathways and routes.
Tumor metastasis models
Antimetastatic agents or drugs developments need to be greatly
promoted because 90% cancer mortality comes from neoplasm
metastasis.35–38 As mentioned above, current antimetastatic drug
development is deficit. The obvious example is that some agents
highly effective to animal tumor metastasis models are useless in
clinical trials. Even though widely notification, currently experimental
tumor metastatic models are insufficient for harvesting enough highly
effective antimetastatic drugs and therapeutic paradigms that can cure
patients with metastatic spread and nodules at secondary sites by all
means. Shortage of wide-spectra and highly active antimetastatic
drugs is a serious challenge for clinical utilities and therapeutic
significance for late-staged and aged cancer patient treatments.14–23
Many scientific discoveries can gradually answer parts of these
questions and therapeutic dilemma.20,21
Apart from diversity of metastatic models, optimal applications
of different metastatic models for various antimetatatic drugs must
be promoted due to mystery, multi-step and complicate nature of
metastasis pathways and cascade.35–38 Deeper knowledge and insights
into neoplasm metastasis can support these studies and make a great
difference.

Medicinal chemistry and herbal medicine
Chemical property
In anticancer drug development study, medicinal chemistry plays
important role. After medicinal chemistry study, we can save a lot
of pharmacology work and find effective agents as early as possible.
After medicinal chemical and pharmacological study, it is obvious
that natural chemotherapeutic drugs are many times more effective
and less toxicity in cancer treatments.39–45 Thus, developments of
natural chemotherapeutic drugs will be a great pharmaceutical topic
present and in future.

Computational assistance
Molecular-docking
Computational analysis of chemical structure of new compound
(molecular-docking, in silico) is under investigation and popular
now. We can also predict possible effective agents without any form
of drug activity evaluations in biological ways. It can save times for
anticancer drug developments.
Mathematics and artificial intelligence (AI)
Not only chemical/biomedical scientists, mathematical or physicsmajored students or scholars are also very important for anticancer
drug developments and basic biomedical studies.46–49 The high quality
communications and teamwork between biomedical scientists and
mathematicians may sometimes make a great progress in scientific
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investigations and drug developments. It contains fast progress of AI
in drug developments.50,51

New technology
Biomedical technology in drug evaluation
Parallel with human tumor model updating, avant-garde
experimental equipments and lab facilities can also improve the quality
of anticancer drug evaluation, shorten experimental evaluating terms,
and make drug evaluations more precisely for gene-gene interaction
and molecular-driven pathology. Nonetheless advancements of new
anticancer drug discovery by this avenue at this moment have been
very limited while the cost of anticancer drug developments is surging
since this Millennium. Luckily, technological advancements (tumor
models and screening automation) can help us to find out a number
of withdrawal anticancer drugs.52,53 The mechanisms behind the
scenery are interesting topics of the quality enhancing for anticancer
drug developments and clinical cancer trials. Overall, we welcome all
positive advancements of biomedical technology into anticancer drug
developments and clinical diagnosis.

Importance of human talents
Biomedical significance
Anticancer drug developments, a matter of money or a matter of
ideas is an open question to be thought about.8 From above-mentioned
topics, greater parts of topics are addressing on an area of scientific
investigations of money issue. However, high quality of researchers
is more important than enlargements of funds and investment. Money
is always easier to collect comparing with marvelous researcher’s
participation. But it is indispensable in initial stages of any
milestones. Yet, these kinds of money issue can not sustain too long.
High quality of drug researchers (medicinal chemists, experimental
pharmacologists and clinical doctors) will decide how long we can
go through.

Drug combination
Basic study
Cancer is a malignant disease (multiple causality and steps—
genetic and non-genetic levels) that is often difficult to be managed by
single therapeutic drug and option. PM is very important in clinics.54,55
To overcome these obstacles, anticancer drug combination is a
useful way to improve therapeutic outcomes in clinical cancer trials.
Obviously, it did not do very well in the past. These kinds of efforts
need long-term hard work and sustainable governmental support. It
needs shortcut and larger efforts to success in future.56,57 We welcome
these kinds of biomedical study and paradigm establishment in drug
development by high-throughput technology.

Current difficulty and dilemma
Cancer pathology overcome
Due to the shortage of available anticancer drugs in clinical cancer
trial, pinpointing tumor origins/categories for new tested compounds
is suitable for making experimental, preclinical and clinical drug
evaluation smarter. Some acquired tumor functionality, such as
cancer stem cells (tumor cell revival and plasticity property) needs
to be addressed from therapeutic perspective.58–60 Previously, we like
to find some agents that can inhibit cancer stem cells. However, this
kind of efforts does not work because only less than 10% cancer stem
cells are present in solid tumor tissue. If we can find some solutions
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for neoplasm metastasis and cancer stem cells (patho-therapeutic
relationships and diversity) in real clinical circumstances? As a
result, any small breakthroughs in this respect will be very useful for
obtaining smarter cancer therapeutic drugs and paradigms.

Conclusion
Owing to the slow progresses of anticancer drug discovery and
development, several pathways can be made in this regard. In the
future, higher efficient tumor metastasis knowledge and models
might be used for finding new anticancer drugs and building
clinical paradigms worldwide. We welcome global participation and
cooperation that can lead to new eras of anticancer drug discovery and
developments finally.
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